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This paper w.Is prelmred to indic.,to soe of the v.Irted fcets of

knowledge on adult education that were found in readings on this subject over

the past few years, and Specifically in the last six months. It has not been

written as a term paper on a specific theme, and as,a result it appears to

ramble over a large area. During this rcmbling trip, however the writer has

consietently tried, perhaps not always with complete success, to limit his

vision to andr3gogy. This has been extremely difficult, as a library can be

an enticing enemy - stealing upon one from ambush to entrap him in a most in-

teresting and eacoteric subject - which, as it turns out, is totally uncon-

nected to the central theme. A reading course, if diligently pursued will

inevitably-bring knowledge, perhaps even wisdom - but the,knowledge is seldom

wIlat one originally attempted to 1.4rsue.

The lack of source referencing is known, and regretted. Most areas

were written up during the reading process, and time did not allow research

to re-discern the complete source. it WAS thought best therefore to oubmit

this paper without referencing. Some material has been incorporated from

various texts, but only when it was felt that the thought exactly expressed

the sentiment of the writer, and paraphrasing just did not give the same mean-

ing. The bibtography, however, was continuously kept and has teen most use-

ful for locating items of rndrJ33:;ical knowledE.e, both for the writer and for

fellow students.
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Tho .1dult r:ler of cociot;. :ot lie, A.one, is unique

iud r,pecial. Unlike the adol t,cent le,Irner, he has already been exposed to

the demands of society and is awlre of the nLeds that must be felfilled.

He in aware of his goal in life. Now, as an adult learner, he is striving

to meet this goal. With his own feelings', needs, and attitudes, he enters

education as both an adult and as a student.

Most people living today have become accustomed to change in nearly

every aspect of their life and living. However, in a world in which the new

has become commonplace, many people both in and out of the field of education

had gloated, that at least the schools had not changed! In the last decade ,

this has altered so that it can no longer ever be repeated; we have had

startling innovations in all schoollprogramms, practices, curriculum, and

even in the geography of education in all parts of Canada.

These innovations have been widely publicized in the newspapers; terms

like Imodular scheduling", "team teaching," "instructional media", '1CAI - or

Computer Assisted Instruction", or naew mathematics" no longei sound like a

foreign language - and Administrators and teachers in our tertiary as well as

our elementary and secondary schools are experimenting with an ever-increasing

number of new programs and practices.

Adults have always engaged in learning. In some societies, as Sir

Geoffrey Vickers has observed, to learn was a privilege purchnsed by the rich

not just for their children, but for thelaselves. In pioneer, immigrant

societies, like Canada was, adults eni;aced in learning simply to survive.

In modern, industrial, technological societies, like Canada is, learrling es

an adult is now not n privilege of the rich, but a nece!;sity both for in-

dividuals and for the society. What is astonishing is that our historical
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Ation with the ecluc.ltiun oi the ill to blind us to the

potential of adult lerning. VavinG depended upon it repeatedly in

national emert;ency,

artier to a status of

at other times we seem ready to relegate the

necessity.
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Andrngogy is the teaching of adults, or pedagogy grown up. It is less

than ten yetIrs old but conveys a necessary meaning in the teaching of

tertiary school students. Within this chapter some definitions should be

listed. Adult Learning is not watching television, although under certain

circumstances this may well be so. However, solely watching television is in

itself undirected, and is not education. Professor Coolie Verner's defini-

tion is that Adult Education is on activity when it is a part of a systematic

planned instructional program for odults.

Dut what is an adult? You can marry at fourteen; can drive a car at

sixteen; join the army at eighteen; legally drink at twenty-one; or write an

examination as a Inature student" at twenty-three. The required minimum age

of thirty for U.S. Senators, or thirty-five for an American President could be

quoted. The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines an adult as "one who is grown

up; or mature". This is the context which will be used in this paper in ref-

erence to an adult student.

Adult education has mny names -nd pseudonyms - 'Continuing Education",

"Mature Education", "Permenant Educ(Ation", and "rertiary Education", infer only

slight variations with differing national and linguistic characteristics of the

underlying theme of "Adult Education". These can be rcgardc2d as an all-

e:lbracing term used to designate those intellectual processes by which adults

acquire the knowledge, understanding, attitude9, and slzills needed to improva

their participation in a changing society, or to astmre their continued full

involvement in society.

The most common meanini],a of led6ng and educ.,tiw,1 .ihoo.ld also be noted

as they appear often in this plper:
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tluht

ex.?crience

crnit to meLovy

- become aware

- be infomed of

receive instruction

teach

Educate - bring up young

give intellectual or moral training to

provide schooling for

- train

:Ldult Education does NOT require to be school oriented, although it is

normally referred to in this mlnner. The two widest t:eparations of basic

philosophical clult programs are:

A) - Private Prcrlrams - these are select groups. Coir.pany in-Gervice

training progrrmisi The Military u!;es this type a means to train

men for its specific ends.- The oal of private proL;rams is normally

a particular end - and is not educ.ttion itself.

- Public Proms - these are opc,n to all. Schools, YNCA,

Miseumsletc. All of the public proi., -e quite; s;IAl in com-

parison with the private progro.us.

In the last twenty years the word "ProL;rens" hAs boon replaced by the

word 'Change". This variation is drastic in ul,:ny as will he nuted through

thto paper. Should we be teaching for the p st, prLment or future? we pre-

viously appear to have t.mght txclusivly for the ,.t.lt; with as little it9

possible thought for the future.

1
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tiLie i!; v,,w l'eccmin:, av.iil_blo .ald must Le uced in

swe way.

O. C,A11.;es LAI, c.:,i,ipiot, ,)1. ,,Lt .:1,,le;Ii, ti n. !;11c011,4 we net

look nt what the future might, or will bring, and use

the rost agreed urea areaa? - Not S.F. but science!

(eg - ncientific American - article. on Future Inventions;

- nrticlea on Food from hydroponica, the sea, etc. )

A 1;roup of Ltneralizationa noted in my readini;s in adult education (along

with certain bins of thene authors) are ;,a follows:

1. Adults enter a lerming activity af; responsible grown-ups - not as

immature learners.

2. Adults enter a learning activity with more expetitsneu than youth,

and more to contribute - we r.ust utilize the experiences of the

people that they have.

3. Adults enter a learnina activity with :,lore inunition to apply

their knowledge with imiedi;lto pplieltion. (rrc:icni ret3uIta

are required) - practicality.

4. Hunan organisms poutie3 the atility to Imirn thzotOlout their

entire lives.

5. tearnins is a natural inclinatinn 1.1,1y 1.;t2 enco,a1:11 or dis-

couraged by social institutions.

6. Learning begets chan,c;e loarnina.

7. All cocieties 10,a-all, in the for:a of educltion.

8. All societies cl.100,-A! to conc..1-,,t(! e,Itic,tion on col-t.An ::,ronp9

;Ind at cert.,in tieE-4 in incliviI.t1

9. The selection of c.-rt_in ,;4(1 t: riak for cdflcItion
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as a whole.

10. All individuals have solid strengths (high points); it is up to

us Lo fivld them.

11. All individuals have goals and objectiv; it is up to us to find

them.

12. All individuals 11,-.ve the capacity to chanw, nnd grow. An adult if

offered the chance to set his own changes, will certainly take it,

and complete it.

13. All education has in the past made distinctions based on sex roles.

14. Learning almost always outstrips education.

15. The historical concentration on children and youth has biased the

entire idea of learning in weL;tern society.

16. Education is as much an effort to prevent certain kinds of learning

as it is to uirect and stimulate other kinds.

17. The methods and techniques associated with education in all societies

can be identified, described and codific,'.

18. Learning does not occur evenly in a society but sporadically in both

time and space;
Learning is more apt to occur on the

margins of a society.

19. Physical external enviromnant is a critical flctor affecting be-

havior - more critical than youth.

20. The movement of western societies is to include more end more of

adult life in education as a mek4sur: 9f control. As the informal

institutions of work, femily cnd c1iu.eh Neline in attendance, new

atteLpts ore leinz, n.:dc by the inteduction of elue,.tional institu-

tient).
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IrEducation and admonition begin in the first years of child-

hood and last to the very end of life. The education we speak of

is training fram childhood in goodness, which maXes a man eagerly

desirous of becoming a perfect citizen understanding.h* both to

rule and to be ruled righteously. This is the special form of

nurture to which, as I suppose, our present argument would confine

the term "education"; whereas an upbringing which Mans only at

money-making, or physical strength, or even some mental accam-

plishment devoid of reason and justice, it would term vulgarian&

illiberal and utterly unworthy of the name "education."

The above quotation of Plato indicates both the lengthy procIss of Tzlu,.

cation and the philosophy of education in the Creek civilization.

at the aims of a number of modern educational
institutions, it is

to note a striking similarity.

In loaking

in:teresti

"N.

A

Adult education seems to have begun at least as ear* as the first re4 ,'

cords of man. In some languages the connotation of the word teacher is 9ot:

\

of a young female ourrounded by children, but of a mature and wise person .who
,p

talked with, argued with, exchanged experience with mature men and women. So
A

it was with Confucious, Socrates and Jesus.

In Canada, organized activities with an educational purpose go back et
!

least to the time of earliest exploration to L'Ordre de bon Temps, founded lor,

Champlain and Lescarbot in 1605. Why waS there such an institution? It was

created for a practical social and educational purpose. For those who undqr-
.

went the danger and loneliness of a wintcr in Canada there was a shockingly

high mortality r:ite. Scurvy, idleaess, drink, disease iind brwling were
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In yeArs the !-urvtvr:; wel-e fow. Crt. inly durLui; the e3rly

days of the development of Cnada there were-milny adult education enter-

prises. Not all were seeking solutions to problems as demanding as those of

Champlain.

Some of the developments that followed the early era were University

Extension Courses, The Workers Education Associations, Frontier College and

Farm Forum. The success of most of these programs was based on their ability

to satisfy the needs of their particular students. The following philosophy

of St. Francis Xavier's University of Extension is typical: "We must take

and follow the opinions of the people themselves. For us, what the people

most need to learn must be what they most want to learn." "We are at your

service", our educators must say: "Tell us how best we may serve you".

Adult Education has grown in numbers and complexity from the organi-

zation of the Canadian Association for Adult Education in 1935 until the pre-

sent. In early times adult education frequently was remedial in nature. It

consisted of classes to help immigrants or others to acquire a basic education

or possibly provide an older person with intellectual or vocational skills her-

miosed as a child. This image has changed and at the present time there are

at least four major functions for adult education. They are (1) Remedial;

(2) Citizenship and Political, (3) Vocational and Economic, and (4) Liberal

and Humane,

A more detailed description of Adult Education is given by the Toronto

Board of Education. In the opinion of the Adult Educators, the education of

adult-g is a natural and a necessary continuation of the learning and the

developing process which begins formally in the kindergarten and continues

throughout life. It hao for its purpose, enabling adults to function more

effectively as individual citizens, as p;,rents and rls workers. It is not
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nt,r llly pro:r.---r' o! It .-y rc,pond to the need for

orgnniza.d recreation. It is not a proc,r;Imme.of arts, crafts and busy work,

althongh it ray respond to such needs also. It is not a progr=me to Fro-

vide a worthy use of leisure periods, although this too might well be an

area of concern. It is not a programme designed tOcteach men and women ways

of getting better jobs and earning a higher living, although this may, indeed,

be a need to which Adult Education responds. Adult Education may be many

things to many people. It had within its compass the ultimate in human en-

deavour and wants nothing more than to teach people to live more intelligently.

The remedial function is still very important. tig don't know how many

functional illitprates there are in Canada. There is no general agreement an

what the term signifies, nor dik ufficiently preciSe information. But

't-

.the 1951 census reports there) ults with less than a fifth grade

education, and the average Jr;*
schooling was given as 8.2 corn-

pared with 7.7 in 1941. If hoia-tfile for a-ditriike-Toronto,
.#

that would mean at least half a, iati!adults who have grade eight schooling

or 'less. Even if)ke assumed that the situation is somewhat better in Toronto,

they have, in addition, the large number of immigrants who read or speak

English imperfectly, if at all.

The remedial function, of course, shades into the.vocational function.

The tremendous technological shifts that are taking place in Canada ,(Ind all

over the world) have meant that there are many fewer jobi requiring little or

no education and training and many.mbre jobs for which a higher level of cam-

eo

petence is needed. About 70 percent of the jobs available in this country to-

day are of a professional, semi-professional, tachnicnl or skilled nature, and

only 30 percent of employment consists of semi-skilled or unskilled occupaiions.
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It is in this l.:st c.teLpry of 4..oloyl._cnt t!l-t rot of thof:e with leas than

a junior matriculation will find themselves con:,-Aina and if presen::. trends

continue, the problem will become worse as the .proportion of unskilled and

semi-skilled jobs in the economy decreases in the future. A plant manager

recently indicated that before 1950 there were always twenty or thirty men

in his plant called17sweepers", men with little or no education or training,

but who, under direction of a foreman, kept the yard clean, and moved material

about. Now this is performed by two or three men with maChines, but_these

men must be able to read written instructions as well as care for eXpensive

equipment.

The remedial function of adult education will continue to be important.

But what about the rest of our people. They are hardly among the elect, educa-

tionally speaking. In.the face of what there is to know- mhat must be known,

all of our people are intellectually underprivileged. Dr. Coady of St.

Francis University used to say "if-every bah and woman -in-Canada-had 4ini

varsity degree they mould still need adult education." But it is an education

of a kind, variety and quality for which the term remedial no longer has much

,

relevance. Nast of our people, for most of their lives, will be engaged in

continuing education.

Continuing education is concerned with planned opportunities for the

following experiences:

- to learn new and necessary occupations as present jobs become tech-

nologically obsolete.

- to acquire essential information about new scientific research and

developments relevant to improvement in an occupntion or profession.

- to learn essential facts about questionl Of health and welfare as

they affect individuals and their f.lailies.

t
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- to ;u1,..)w .n3 unr.:t 1);..7itc. t ic. 1 co,iflicts dilemm.19

which underlie our thitional i-,nd International policy.

- to continue personal development so that every individual may

further his intellectual and emotional growth throughout life.

The "terminal concept" of education must be buried for good. The pro-

vision of opportunities for adults is both socially and economically necessary.

Society is run by adults, they are the bread winners, the teachers, the gover-

nors and when things go wrong, the soldiets. It is they who make the decisions,

the quallityof which will affect the nature of our life in the present and

t.

future.

Our first problem of the future will be to survive. It is not a question

of the survival of the fittest; either we survive together or we perish to-

gether. Survival means that the countriesof the world must learn to live to-

gether in peace. "Learn"-is the operative word. Mutual respect, understanding,

_

sympathy are qualities that are destroyed-by-tgnorance.and_gostcred
by know-

ledge. In the field of international understanding, adult education in to-

day's divided world takes on a new importance.

It is now believed adult education has become of such tmportance for

man's surviyal and happiness that a new attitude towards it is needed. No-

thing less will suffice than that people everywhere should come to accept adult

education as normal, and that governments should treat it as a necessary part

of the educational provision of every country. 2

Eftit r sosazia44, 4e4;..1
vitakAj
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The Adult student is not counted very accurately in Canada. Figures

from the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, industry, provincial administrations,

extramural training, and adult education societies differ vastly in their

tallies, or even in their esttmates. On top of this, the figures are from

two to five years old. In 1956/58, an American study counted asbout twenty-

five million adults undertaking formally-identified programs, just under a

quarter of the adult ropulation. In Canada, a comparable figure would be two

and a half to three million, but it was probably a smaller percentage at that

time. Now, there are probably between two and a half to three milition adults

actively engaged in, identifiable courses. That is a lot of adults, when you

add to that the fact that they are concentrated in the more influential sec-

tions of the society. But:it is nothing to what is to come in the next decade,

when the population bulge that has slowly inundated the format schools begins

3
to impinge on adult life and on adult education.

Some of the problems encountered or stimullted by adult students come

from the fact that they must undertake their learning as marginal students.

That is, they study at institutions which for a variety of.reasons are not overly

concerned with them, and which historically have regarded provision for adults

as an extra burden on thuir responsibilities to be treated aa summarily as

possible. Smile of the'ptoblems arise simply because they are adults, and be.

have differently from children and youth, who have never known anything but

school and fmmily and whose entire attention is preoccupied by these institu-

tions. Our failure to distinguish betweed the two sets of koblems is something

that must be corrected very uoon. If it is not corrc,cted Ly the institutions,

it will probably be corrected by the student3.

-0-6,441 if

11 /Z.
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p:irt-tiroe aspect enL;onders 1 variety of pro!,1f,Ils for te3ching institu-

tions, that only come have tried to solve. Atkinson Collec,e at York Univer-

sity is one example of an attempt to create a genuine student milieu for the

adult, part-tine utudent. Cet.nselling neLvices .1re heein4W to be developed,

and some other facilities. One of the quescions that invariably present itself

is, need the faculty be part-time, or must it be over-time? If some planning

in done, if adult students are considered as valuable and welcome students,

then the tired adult student who can be vittlized by learning need not be

faced by the tired teacher or lecturer who has already done a full day's work.

If we really want adult students, then surely the reverse should be true. The

tired adult needs and deserves the most lively, sensitive, and energetic

teacher. Curiously enough at the best of occasions, odult students and

teachers of adults, whatever the time of day, often revitialize eath other.

One group of statisticians states that in 1964-65 there were three

million adult educands in Canada. Of these, sixty-six percent were in pro-

fessional and vocational - including specialized, trades and agriculture.

Eighteen percent were in health and social education, including marriage

courses. Eight percent were engaged in the fine arts and other culteral sub.

jects. Only eight percent could be considered as pure academic - at ,our high

schools and universities. This figure has grown since 1965, but it_includes

academic courses as a small percentage of the whole.

The typical adult educand is male, married, 31 years old, has a second-

ary school education, and a middle class incone. He is not nomally unlet-

tered, although it is estimated that there arc 1,200,000 adults in Canada with

less than a grade 4 educatiton.

The distinction fron other students cver sixteen in arbitrary, nnd

cegi p. eft
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"studenta" over the tl&e of siNteen ore indie.lting csreater and sometimes

aggressive propensities to be treated as though they are adults, Indeed,

the best solution to the problem may be to do Just that. On the other hand,

there are hundreds of thousands of adults in Canada who take part in well-

organized, often long-term programa that do not lead to any form of certifi-

cation, but to the satisfaction of being able to do something well, to under-

, stand something not underrtood before, to feel or experience something that

was neither felt nor experienced before. Just how adult learning is trans-

lated into adult education is a subject for some necessary study. However,

by concentrating on the problem of the formally-declared, self-conscious

adult student, we can throw some light not only on his or her problem but on

the problems of the teaching institutions and of tte eociety as a whole.

Almost by definition, the adult student is a person attempting to carry out

his education in the hands of an inatitution the -main purpose of which is the

education of someone else. It is an institution which, by and large, has

made only tentative adjustments to the fact that zdult0 do not become less

adult simply because they become students. 2e22112_21122r more u221111E.sai

dramatic reoccu ations this is the real educational crisis of the times.
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STUDENT ORIENTATION

This part.presents those aspects which can be selected to be of major

adoptation to the adult student.

1. Individuality and Volition

No aspects of teaching calls for greater professional judgement than

dealing realistically with individual differences in adult students. Placed

at the ultimate edge of the conversion of our occidental civilization to

existentialism, there is no need to put emphasis on this requirement to note

and work with students specifically as individuals. Classes are made up of

individuals, and we have to deal with a school full of individual learners,

who sometimes meet in groups, but almost assume the mentality of a specific

group. Downey' statement of the individual adult is that ar.

"The individual learner is unquestionably the most important

part of the teaming process. It is the individuales search
\

for self-realization, his quest for autonomy, which the pro-

cess of education is geared to facilitate."

This is not Jean-Paul Sartre speaking, but Lawrence Douney - an American

educator who worked in Canada. This perhaps could be improved by a closer

association with Marcel, and less with Sartre. individualism however is with

this generation, both adults and youth.

There is another set of circumstances that bear on every adult. The

adult student is a voluntary etUdent. The degree of voluntariness of course

varies, and does so increasingly as adult education responds to new social

t ,D6A4n 17, iitattre

oc, r (14.
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demands. At the une end of the epectrum iu the adu!t who is free enough in

every way to take an evening class in motor mechanics, calculus, or art, for

his own amusement and self-development. At the other in the student in an

cccupational program, whose redundant skill has forced him to re-enter train.

ing with government support in order to become once again employable. Al/

adult students exist somewhere along this spectrum in terms of the freedom of

their choice to engage in learning* At our worst in adult eduction in Canada,

ve tend to write off the first type of person as an amateur merely entertain.

ing himself, and to ignore the special needs of the second sort because he

has to be there. At our best we are making adjustments to the needs and

potential of both, through slowly. The point, eowever, is that no adult

student is compelled by law to attend school; he attends only by circumstance

and choice. The notion. of "compulsory" adult education is one that crops up

occasionally in Canada, and no doubt will again. Soma people seem to find it

impossible to separate the notion of education and compulsion*

2* Motivation

"Thera is no learning without motivation - the idea of learning exist.

ing without motivation is ridiculous." This is the correct adult view of the

incentive to learn* Examples of how this La necessary in our individualis.

ticly attuned educational world are the large growth of Adult Schools. It is

also said that motivation is the antocedent of learning. One then progresees

into the idea that the teacher's task in assisting students to acquire worth-

while motives, and in activating the student to follow throuOt on hia motives,

is one of the most difficult and importnnt teachers roles. Ibtivation is uaed

2, 1-414044 p
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in rc!ult educntion only as nn adjunct to other areas - to assignment, emphasis,

punichmlnt, or review.

3. The Nature of Chan,c;e

The Hall-Denis report has indicated that the only stdbility experi-

enced by many students to-day is the constancy of change. If this continues,

and it shows no sign of stopping, then all types of education, including

adult educationlmust at least come to terms with change itaelf.--We uet

establish the guidelines of the direction of the educational. process, tho

imago of the dynamics of learning, and of evaluation of the outcomes of

change. Basic ideas and proposed inovations can than be viewed from a moving,

rather than a standing position in adult education.

While this as a philosophical idea is admitted as a requirement for

adolescent education, it is normally not spoken of in adult education. Yet

its connotations must be examined, as adults are reqult-ed to live in our pre-

sent society, and must adopt to it.

4. 14.k.! ,,tment

Students have always faced this problem. tearning Academies were nor-

malty at some diutance from their !yaws; lahipages and patois differ; values

vary Not only witb seography, but taco uith 03e and became core difficult with

advancing years.

Mach of "back-lash" by students may be trnced to incorrect, imauffic-

tent or'inept adjustment. This is home out by the Utah VDcational Board's
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findings on Escape from Training due to Matadjustnent. ThswfollowiA3

varieties are used from their adult vocational institute.

1. netle-do.something7anythite _response:

I can1t stand thio any longer. Why don't we get on with it.

Nothing is happening. I don't see anything going on.

. (Thus r can avoid lookingat what is happening now.)

2. MtlaTIUL101A112.1:22MELIW

We need someone to organize ue and give us direction, to phrase .

the qUestions, to 'keep us on the track. .Thia is so complicated

and difficult and we don't seem to be getting anywhere.

(Thus I can avoid the responsibility of helping to organize the

group's action.)

3. "I.love..to-watch-these.p14gra" resTonses

This is terrific, it enables me to watch these other people and

the interesting reactions O.= have to all these eituations.

(Thus I can avoid looking at myself and at my own reacaon to

it all).

4. atir....te but-it-doa-tat:_rel!ponee
I'm different. I'm not goina to be a leader. This doesn't apply

to my situation. I don't work with people.

'Th (Thus, I can avoid looking at My own situation.)
)

(This is a variant of ...lb...

5. L11.1 response:

This may work for children, or for club woz!en, or for psychology

majors, or for mature, disciplined nld trained aoups, or for

people with a backl;round, or foe inexpc.;rie-oxed people, or for what.
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ever we aren't -- but not for us because we are somehow different,

(This provides us with a convenient rationalization. The data

show that "it" works fairly well in some situations, cot in other

-- but with all groups.)

6. "Tsn'_t-this-fun?" response:

This ie all so wonderful and fun and good for us. I'm sure we

are learning eco much:

(This enables us to avoid looking carefully at what is helpful

when and what is not useful for certain purposes.)

7. "Ieme-old-stuff" response:

I've seen and heard all this before. This is ehe way I've always

done it. Or..."The wuy we did role-playing in Schenectady 1404....

Isn't this the same as group work, or apeech education, or just

conixon sense?

(This enables us to deny its importance and to avoid seeing any..

thing that is significantly different or to learn it even if it is

the same.)

8. 12Ertried-thiscesonsere:

I already saw role-playing, we have already tried this We

have already read a book, There is nothing more we can learn from

4 deeper penstration into the prc,b/ems or the technique.

9. r.tsz2lay

It sounds good, but has research really provedtit?

(Actually, most methods and ider.s are but hypotheres,,more or less

tented, more or less proved. This attitude hel;v1 us to avoid try-.

ins anything but the very few methods that "tried and true"

et-
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and traditional and have been u3e4 for years.)

This is related to

10. ae.1....fszbres arsam:

Letts not look at emotions, feelings, perceptions. We need "facts".

I just can in here to get the facts, to find out if "group dynamics"

is really scientific. Letts avoid looking at or dealing with any..

thing we can't be completely ob

(This enables us to avoid 1

ifkailoificant.)

everything that

This is not too different fi

'40F
11. "We-want.theorv" resoolpey

We are graduate students. Only youngsters learn from experience.

We don't want to learn techniques or be especially practical. We

want theory. These other people are so young, or have such

frivolouconcerns, or aren't really tnterested the way we are ...

they really don't give the back:round. Or . I just came to watch

because I'm interested in the theory of group dynamics.

(This enables us to avoid getting involved ouroelves and hefte

avoid training or looking at ourselves or our own response to it

all.)

12. mt.surei.

It must be that the group is too lerge or too emall, or that the

room is co inadequate, or that the lights arc bad, or that we

don't meet long enough or often enough, or that we have too many

people with too varied backarounds, or Chat we have too many

problem peotile, or OOOOO
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(This enables us not to look at ourselves or examine the real,

barriers in our group).

13. "I'm-awfully-busy" responses,

I have so many things to do, so many courses to study, somany

exams I have to study for, so many meetings to go to, so many

important responsibilities, that I just haven't ttme to read or

study for the acttvities of this'group - though, of course, I'm

really interested and when I have time *pip....

_.(This-allows us to ascape.from too close an examination of our

group or ourselves. We probably have time for anything we want

to do badly enough.)

14.

Why doesn't he tell us. Be is the,expert. We need an expert to

come in to tell us what is going on. We really don't know enough,

haven't enough background, aren't ready for this kind of learning,

arnet. mature enough, don't have the technical background. The

vocabulary is too esoteric. -The books are so technical, and so

big!

(Thus I don't have to try to read or understand or stretch my

mind.)

15. '..et's-be-practical" responme:

144s get down to brass tacks. .Ifet's not spend too much time on

theory or sensitivity training. I don't need sensitivity training,

I can see what's wrong. I just want to know what to do about it

,
in read life.

(This enable me to escape looking at anything but the immediate
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practical situation I face back home. Thus I can 'transfer noth-

ing. Actually there is nothing so practical as a good theory which

will predict what 'to do in most practical situations if I really

understand the theory.)

16. "'Why-doeset-somebody-do-somethine response:

This is a variation on theme numbers (1) These 211.1e_LaecIpa ehould

think of something to do to get the group out of this. These

people are incredibly stupid or lethargic or intapible or thought-
,

tess. Not me, or course, I'm just along for the ride. Probably,

of course, I could be a Mos es in the wllderness if I wanted to

try. But this doesn't occur to me.

(This enables me to absolve myself of any responsibility for group

direction, involvement) problem solving, or learning.)

17. "We-are-wastingrttne" response:

We aren't Atm anything. Nothing is happening. I want things to

happen fast.

18. "Let's-waltz-arorescmse:

Let's go around the group and tell each other about our background

and what we think of the situation. Let's all look at us as

individuals.

(This prevents us from having to look at ourselves at+ a,rolapl and

at the process as Aroup process, rather than as individual behav-

ior.)

19. .....1-122rez1221-7,Em3el.E.1.rete:

Let's just tell allabout ouselves. Looking at ourselves is such

fun and it's atmost as good as a good over-the-back-fence session

r pg..
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or a trip to my pnychiatrint.

(Self-analysis is healthy and profitable and is necessary for

group action - but too much of it prevents us from looking at the

group, objectifying our problems for solution, arA setting up an

adequate training situation - which is our real job in the train-

ing group. Self-analysis is also fine if we have objective tools

for ouch a process).

20. "RhY-chanfteme" response: 1

I'm-doing all- right as I am. Why. change me? . If I. played. a_ rale

or paid a compliment that I didn't "really" mean, I'd be prostit-

uting my real self, the real me. I'd be untrue to myself if I

changed. Or I've always got along all right. People like me.

I have fun. "To thine own self be true".

(This enables me to escape even looking at the problems, or trying

out a now way of behavin3 that night be an improvement.)

4 21. "I-cun- pint-to the-eeca ea-all th se-other- eonle use" ro.s onse:

I can uee all these other people using these mechanisms.

(Thts is a special garden variety escape that the "expert" uses to

3
avoid looking at himself).

5. Physiology

Firs!-, there are some physical problems. These are partly a result of

simply growin3 up, partly a result of the nornal situation of the adult student

who studies during his spare time, usually after a full day's work. With

respect to the ftwmer, variations anong rdults nt rmrticu1cr ,.;,e are as

3- u14 Izty
eAkr r c41 a c4 (11 40.1;9615), '`F).
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groat as betwen age areups, but Lt ta qafe to ,ssu the nornal standards .

related to hearing, sight, and vital capacity. Aa people grow beyond 25 or

so, hearing, sight, and energy in general do decline and may be particular

problems if learning is tacked on to an ordinary day s responsibilities. It

tikes a real insight into the curious qualities of learning to realize why

so many adults engage in acme harsher demands of formal education so willingly

and acquit themselves so well.
liNevertheleset it is true that such matters as

physical facilities, light, heato, stuirs to climb, and duration of classes,

some comforts such as soft-chairs, coffee breaks, and- the-aka ahould be con-

aidered. We are infinitely more careful of the young with the measured

amOunte of foot candles and all that, who probably need such care less, than
I.

we are of adult students. Given the determination of the great butk of adult

students presently identified, thnse problems are minor; but if we want more

adults learning, we are going to have to exert more care.

But of greater consequence are the psychological aspects of the adult

student. Theae can generally be conaidered under the general term of
I.

"attitude," and include attitudes to school, education, study, and institu.

tionalize? forms of learning; attitudes to self and that self's ability and

right or freedom to engage in learning. From an abatract or general point of

view, the ability of adults to learn seems to vary as much as that of any

child. Other than the fact that adults seem slower in their rdaction time,

and find greater difficulty with memorizltion, there ia no evidence to indic-

ate that any adult is less able to learn any partizular thins than at any

other age. On tho other hand, thi greater experience of adultn neem to work

both ways, bot-a poeitivoly and ne3atively. The adult studeat'5aill have

learned eomething abolt learninz;, ttid nore pacticutIrly nty),It Wtmolf learning.

"
dr, 0.--%
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Ite;will also h.ye acqutl-ed 50,1k! lOct att*Ltude4 thAt eXist

towards adults-ia-school. Th.:re uced to be a good dool of embarrassment to

e suffered by adults soini; to school when schools were so obviously places

for children. There waa a sense of failure, of havius to start again, of
0

being dumb or stupid, all summed. up in the now-disappearing phrase "going

back to school".CIn short it was a retreat. These attitudes are now for-

A
tunately disappearing, though in rural parts of Canada they are ntill held

to some degree both by adults and institutions.

6. The rsychology of Work

Work must be undertaken primarily to safisfy basic human needs.. If

these needs could be satisfied without work, comparatively little work wyuld

'be done, as homo sapiens wlll always take the simple and easiest way. Ada=

had no requirement to work before he was expelled frol4 the Garden of Eden.

In the world that existed until recently, work was the only way (excluding

crime, savings, investments, or an inherit(mct-0, to satisfy cwr basic needs.

Work in the paut was at least as boring and raonotonous as what it became after

the industrial revolut.'Ion. In fact it has been asserted that in no(lern society

there is far treater er.ope for skill and craftsmanship in work than in any

previous society. The still viable consequence of the rrotestant ethic in our

society continues this philosophy of work - the notion of work as a callina;

and obligation to family, society, f.nd self-revect, (if nO lonl.;er to God).

17ft is thin tin only philor.o21Ly on w4 that c.dults require today?

Is it necess-ry to hel;1-Are solely in: Cloll ;.cou Al the ,.."ays

of your lifo; in t7-,e tr.e t r ' r 11 t- C. --"7 r c :at

4-

6 144 I k',4;1 ka.....44111,,..4v 3:
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Lprolch is LI, t vctk plc.aft cti.v r- y e a pleo:a:re.

In this approlch, woe, tecories the natur31 exercise of the body f'ne$ mine.

Until recently this $0:-LI flu, eerivition of non-work, or plot.

In 1954 r.W. Cinsturg wrote on the SP tisfactiono of Work. Ile

attempted to collate the total credit bkdance of work. l'orse and Weiss

extended this the following year to infer that a "midele-clons" occupational

attitude wished work intellectitany as well as physiologically. They

atated that ue wmre now uneerzping a chance to the old established philos-

ophy of work in that the work day was toing shortened nnd people were

retiring earlier. The colution suge.ested was that workera Ehould now develop

a meigns to gain the same feeling for non7.work as they now obtain for normal

work. A reverse to this, howevert was not ao yet suguated. On the other

hand "worker-cL.se occupations oecept work for econAnic and soci4logical

needs, and are likely to ccntinue eoing so.
7

Tbe problem of opposing uork philosophic.swai. preGented in nimiture

with Pattersol,/s artic/.e on Attitudes tcvard Uork. The tro.ditional protnosis

of work as a peurnce or sin, compared to vork as a pteosure. Patterson states

that an adult now no longer requires job Gatisfaction. He can now ehanze his

1011b.

attitude at the sem Urie that he tlianges clothes oit return fron %/ork. Again

he brings up the proble.m of vocational choice. traile allowing that CO% of

workers ;ire SAtisfied with thuir worex, the nizIllier increases as one proz,resses

from professioml to labourer. Crown in Us i") r tic lo in the It.,rvard Duainee

Review also hicahli4ht3 ti:ese iirean with sf.nilaz .eo1)ts prent day methods

of yocat!.onal

TIle philo:;op!tie!, of ,.-fr% 'fi re hy It taule

in hit., article - "-:1:-P7,.;,tr.,: . or 7,,It It. c."? -a-i.,t- n i i 7.:-.7:nc! el -yen ye.,rs

7 itossor )wi...41 mft) iduAi kizzAir "-nit, F.,..,,,,144. ei.AJ )".r.4.0407-7 1444.44 4.4j .

,44144" iv, 444A4,z0.4.4 set4:40.1 ex.a....0 si s 5-, p. 17

31 g c.it eatA44,,, fraitz6.4`m40.04, iva b,441 12!4tS044,6.4.4j4Aaf 04A441i4) /99 !I.
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after the warts end. He talks of aluost full employment with the resultant

demands for better working conditions. Mule states as one condition that

a better vocational selection become available. "If workers were offered

tlie chance to choose a career over again . 807, wuld change their occupa.

time". 10

Robert Ewan found that the major determinants of job satisfaction

(sati0fiers) were work itself, responsibility, and advancement. By checking

them ns oppoeites however, he found that their role in producing poor job

attitudes was by contrast, very small. Contrarywise the major job dissatis

fiers had little potency to affect job attitudes in a positive direction.

These findings were in direct opposition to the traditional idea that a

given vimiable in the work situation can cause both job satisfaction and job

dissatisfaction.

Joseph Eauffman states in 1967 that the role of students mmst be seen

now as an occupation. The meaning of work has undergone a drastic change in

the past few years. The physical difficulty of work has been eliminated as

a measure of its worth or status.

Finally in 1968 Richard Qtey slave modern definXtions of work under the

philosophies of our times. These definitions range from a omall group con

tinuing to insist that "Work is Virtue", to the modern "Vork iS a purposeful

mental and physical human activity which deliverately pointsbeyond the pre-

sent by creating economic products or values to be consumed tn the future".
ok.

This is in variance to play which does have purpoue, but creates no future

11

value; and in contrast to random activity wIlich iu without purpose.

A final definition which appears to fit the 197015 defines Work as

"those activities required to sustain society in the present, and to enhance

0, r VO.44 tit044.01 " PA-4444444' ? 4.44 ()CO /94
# C44., 1,14,,,, 10 1/4-4.04,440,0 1 c,otif,, 9111±Vier h 1

A

4,kmike 1 4 IV /- k .

44044 ahAtor."7-40.44, a befe4.4t441 7. k/044, 44.40-4J amj

31.41,- ot6 tf 1). L1S-
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nowncut ilto tic f.:ure".

To oumliate, t1 foi ic.iin have bern n3to(i .ocd commentpd upon In con-

nection with adults:

A. Work is physically less demanding and monotonous at present than

in the past;

b. There are presently both nesative (work is toil), and positive

(work is pleasure) philosophies;

c. The number of possible vocations is also increasing at a tremen-

dous rate;

d. The number of hours of '(work" is decreasingl

e. The difference between work and leisure is decreasing;

f. A large percentage of our present work force would choose

different career if offered a chance;

g. The degree nf die3atisfaction varies inversty with the social

class involved;

h. A new occuption of "student" is postulated;

i. The individuality of both work ond jobs is being undercut by

modern computers and teehnoligical science;

j, The definition for work is chomging froA a previous protestant

ethic to one that ensures the continuLiace of Lociety as it exists

at the present.

The need to utilize the positive attitude toward :ork rau5t be recog-

nized if we are to enure that adult educ:ation it; acceptable to ::)ciety, and

if the educand is to educate himEzlf.



7. Study ItIbits

This is one of the greateat problens facing adults today, and

possibly accounts for more failures than any other reason. Yet it is seldom

mention-A in any articles or books on adult education. This is possiblo

largeat area of student and classroom problems that has been abrogated by oAr

educational writers. Luckily not all teaching groups ere blind to this arse.

Both the U.S. and Canadian Armed Forces give high attention to the establish-

ment of good study habits. The folleving is the conclusion from a ehaptsr on

Study Habits used by the flrmer RCAF Colleges and Schools:

"If we can help some of our student() forn good sUludy habit3 ve

may ba aping more for their future than whenwe help them

learn the content of the course we are teaching." 13

Luritily many schools for adults are attempting to meet this require-

ment thrcu3h their cwn. resources. This area needs up be strongly einphaui:,:ed.

8. Discipline

The cause of disoberlience in society today :::ToJrs to stel from one of

two causes. Either ve do not hnkw how to direct our adults yis 'itudr-nts, or

we have not taught them to respect at le,Aut the nimi7rxa or re:;ard Tor trz:di-

tioa and the tenchins of tbe p.t. Chc z,00l, but to)

mtch of it will act as a poison. An enphafds on one of the major traits of

ledership - discipline - in flan very nuea of a :equl.r,l'77utt of 0.,:ult c..1.11ca-

tion. A return to the discipline of the cl-elier Li71::s is liLAtlwr

44044 60444<tom./ rLL fi/rAT G44/44 um)/
196(
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pr!ctic.-.1. A rerilins,,nce of itI beat virtues hoever ia required, and.

altered to fit the tete twentieth century, it to a necessity.

Militnry discipline is normally the pnly type of discipline discussed

today. Let vs however ascertain how Dr. Samuel Johntion Mined atsciplirle

in his first dictionary:

"Diecipline - education, instruction, spencer; rule of

government, no:Aer; military regulation,

,Shakspi a state of subjection, Rocyers;

anything taught, arts, science, Wilkins;

punishment, A&dison,
UI

Note that Dr. Johnson gives the most ancient meattin of the word to instruc-

tion, and leaven Shakespeare to bring up tAlita.ry asciptine, and at a later

date. Within mmory of living men, Education hat; changed from the old system-

of well organized, standardized, and uith a long establishment of precedence*

to the new system of granting a large liberty of experiment, and acceptance

of less uniform results. Johnson's "discipltrie" lias been replaced by Kant's

"dictum of Self-Discipline".

In the profession of adult educators, tiscipline is still a practical

day-to-day reality. It is up to us to naintaitt it by establishin3 a working

climate in whtch adult edu2ands v.int to 17e.spoa0 to di:icipline. !:ith few

exceptions, people prefer to be part of a 1;(4l trained, productive working.

unit, rather than one in which lodrship iu lax, rut(!s tire dis-ceL.irded and

Gtandardo are no low that there is not incentive to ochieent.

The follouinz are the five Llotorical cat<jocieo of the were

"discipline":

504,A-4-1 ,Ditt-~1, 67.4i, olp,.L.) (4414.0)

i1s(41(php.t441<tt-LI tri), p2?7



- last.-uctive - to eAu.:Ite, to /earn

VinMetive - "The tang caa do no wonr

1,,trthutive IL:rraurubi - "An Eya for an Eye"

- Deterrant - Fear holds one back

- Prophylaxis . correct the root of trouble,

Both the fiest (self discipline), and the last (corrective clinciplina), are

useful in adult education, but self-discipline is definitely-superior,

When an adult student is persuaded by woral or by example that 001-

discipline is in his self-interest, he will look upon the teacher as a

leader, and not as a military police!ean. Over the lona run, sound discipline

can newer be secured succesafully by a cole ol "Do not" resuintions Amy

teacher who relies solely on pentnItment discZpliue is puttim a trellendous

burd.ln on hiuself, and is assurin3 both he Lnd his staff with a full time

lob of'w.Itching for the breakinG of each non-,Ilendable reiplation even in

adolescent schoola, In adult schools this philosophy is ruinous.

Regretably, teachers cause most of Oleic a.:a disciplinary problans.

The probtems are usually created by inconsistency. Students do not knou.what

is required of.thett in aiven oimItioal. It is nt2ceso:try to ')e very clear

and reasonable in nettinz requirements; IvIvina chile so, it Nill be necesslry

to insist that deltutnti.s be raf,,t w!.t:IcYlt sf,!atly ell:10_113 or n,%.,ottiti$13 thou

Recent studies indicate th.qt consistency zv..teirl to be more i.ortant than

PC
either sQvority or Pia .-,ttelapt for relf-..!li;cilio,! from -&lit bLn:onts

ti the final ntase in instruction. To rec-,t, Tlt ;1 a :.:etflud of

instrvetion - or of teachi. In t:to adult edi;c:Itioa71 !iystcvl it must be

positive, odvdnee the ideal of both --roe:-) c.r.d inelvidual 7,x,4 proote

Lolf-coltrol, while h%lting chaos.

Vca LAA4-4441 d itt.44141 f IttJJ ,0(44ititn /A.AVAA44
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flostallofthedifficultiesandthepromimof adult "luation can

focus ar und this issue. Many of our practices,in tkis mattor emerge, of

course, frua a system' based on dependent non-4'40a stidentu whose evAluation

is perfo ed by an "authority" and communicated only Wain a systen or to

parents. The entire system has been based on a sense of "preparation" for

performance in a distant future where the student mnst deal alone with a

series of institutional evaluations. With the adult, the situation ia (pita

different. 'For him it is a matter of self-evaluation, and nos not in sone

diatant future. Even if o court is a ehrae or four-yaar one, be must hate

continuoas deciaiona about whether to continue, and he taunt be able to justify

those decisions t, others.' Another ',fly of s.Lyinz this is CAnt when an adult

leaves a clasa aesai'm he makes seriuus decisions about all parts of hia

life, riglt then, not yaars lat,..tr. Any or all of these der!toton uill be

affected by thair,experiencs in that class: indeed, they ought to be if the

class i3 itself effective. All of this means that thq adult student's need

for help in cval3atin5 his perform:Jac:a is continuous. 1Iir pT:sintenge tn

wantina constant evaluation is ji13'Lifi.ed. 113 has a riz.ht to kno4 ho,4 he is

doing. What's more, he has a rizfat to explain why he 414.,;70: have dons bndly

at una time or another - a sick virc or child, umisual occupatioall teasiols,

or acme other acceptable "adult" reason - aad he Lis a rijat to another

chance. All of these considaratioas put u;susual do!aunis on InsZzu:.,tors of

adults. They do necessitate a rev;onable access by the student to the

instructor, more participation by the stu.lent in the praccihtre of evaluation



n t.1:;_d-LtiuT1.1117 Ieea tha cnue, and in,aeneral, more wo-Tway communic.

ation bcteei i.l stdent aad teacher. Some instructors of adults feel

threatened by theca demads and need a good deal of assistance in reducing

their ovn anxieties. ilLat is interet/ti:z is that tLece demands are quite

nimilar to those being made by university students interested in educational

reform. The increase in nuthers of adult students vill eo nothing to reduce

these tennione.

10. Conclusion

We have dealt so far with eme of the a:Teets that bear on ehe adult

student as a utudent arguing that the adult does uot Lecme, rJor necessarily

feel, himself to becor.le less en adult simply because he becomes a student.

By implicaaon, we have argued thrt nothing thould exist in the educational

system in which en aeult participates that compels hin to surrender his

integrity cs an adult. Such thirgs undouttcdly still exist in Canadian

ti

6education, for a verletrof reasons. The point ie not to find someone to

blame, but to eli.ninate such factors.

(4 ofd 44, etc(
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This part encompasses some areas of Education for Adults in Canada

that are specific to Adult Education'and can be thought. of as specific

continuing projects.

I. Retraining

A group of attitudes relates the adult's attitude to the teaching

institutions based on his previous experience. .If school for him or her was

a frustrating, incomprehensible, disappointing experience, as it undoubtedly

has been for many of the "poor" in Canada, then the return to it as an adult

will be accompanied by very mixed feelings. It will have required some

exceedingly maturing experiences to induce a belief that an institution that

was not helpful before will be helpful now. Some adults do hsve this sort of

experience, but many return to school nowadays because there is nothing else to

do. They cannot find work and to survive must seek help under such schemes as

the Occupational Training Act -- the Vanpawer Scheme. Nany adults don't realize

they have these attitudes and manifest them only indirectly. For the teaching

institution, understanding and exploring such attitudes is a prime necessity,

one that is only naw being planned for.

Upon entrance into a course, the adult learner rust re-oriert himself

to a naw life. His job has chaned, for now he must work as a student. Now

he will receive instruction, not slve it. !7,- obt:), the wishes of a person,

the teacher, who may be his junior in ace. Th2 subjects learned may not seem

relevant.to his expectations, but !le ru3t mver lose the li.;ht of that goal .

I 144..04 r LiJ1 /. (a,
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hts future.

The majority of the group participants had discussed with their

families, the seriousness of returning to school. The families and friends

have given their advice and encouragement. The adult educand re-entering

this type of educational program is seldom able to decide entirely by himself,

as he is normally no longer single. The adult learner identifies his role

in his new group, and is clearly aware of the feeling of belinging which he

soon learns to share with others. One fifty-five year old atudena at

Algonquin College in Ottawa summed it up by saying "I ws afraid to finish

my schooling here and go into the working world. This is the first place where

f have felt needed, in many years". In groups that have been in Retraining for

over six months, there is a drawing away frem rersonal friends and family identity,

with more emphasis placed on friendship with other students, and identity with

thd role played by the student belonging to the group.

Another similar type of program recently took place in Toronto with a

course of retraining for nursing. In the early stases of the Quo Vadie School

of Vursing, a revolutionary school allowing older women who have raised families

or done other things, to become registered nurses, the single most important

problem was the belief of the women that they couldn't learn the "textbook"

material to which they were exposed. It is true that they experienced great

difficulty initially, simply because they were out of practice. While they

had raised their children or held jobs and fulfilled all the other adult roles,

their perceptions and memories had been trained to notice and record, even to

recall, different things, or at least to do o in a different way. They had

forgotten how to co to school, and the attendant 0:ills had grcral rusty. In

its turn, the school had to accept the fact that there are other czays to learn,

z A 14A , txerr:st c24
Egol, p.3,
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and f..6.1t learning or relearutog new vAys to learn is an important stage for

3
the adult atudent. Fortunately, in the case of the Quo Vadis experimnt, a

reasonable amount of mutual adjustment took place. Partly because it was a

school totally concerned with adults, it was able to respomi to the many

practical things these students excelled at, and to maintain patience and offer

help while they retrainefd their learning styles. Needless to say, almost all of

these women became first class nurses, and new ones are doing so each° year.

What has to be remembered and somehow included in any teaching program for

adults is the awareness that school is a special environment requiring

pariicular, identifiable skills and that the adult needs timm to re-acquire these

skills before he is confronted too dramatically with the substance of his

erdeavor. It's not overwhelmingly difficult to do this, though for a variety of

reasons we have not often tried very hard.

2. Community Projects

One of the new and exciting areas of Adult Education are projects to

alter both environment and people through community projects. t!any agenCies

are active in this ares, the closest and one of the largest institutions being

Algonquin College in Ottawa. Various agencies of government however also work

extensively in this field. One project that is well kncwn and could be con-

sidered typical was the attempt to assist a co1.7cnnity to resettle from Fogo

T sl nnd , New found l and .

The Fogo Island experiem:Ira has bcen dc-;crib.ld in a National Film Board

publication "Fogo Island Film and Co:%-mmity Dveloprent".

1-;14144-41 114 el, /3.
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This describes the activities of both the University and the Film Board

on Fogo.

TUE FOCO YNTERTIENT

The following steps occurred in the evolution of the Fogo Experiment:

1. The film-maker, who was a stranger to Newfoundland, was recommended

to certain areas of Newfoundland by the community development agency (Memorial

University's Extension Service). At that time the film project was to be related

to an examination of some of the dimensions of resettlement in the Province. It

was conceived that the film-maker should be exposed to the spectrum of resettle-

ment problems and possibilities.

Ire visited Newfoundland pommunities which had been resettled, which had

applied to be resettled, and into which resettlement would take place. Ne also

was taken to an area where government plans related to;development were obscure

and where there was growing conviction among residents that they were being

frozen out of the area by deliberate government neglect. The area is known as

Fogo Island. Ot Togo Island, in large part because of the active interest of

the University'a community development worker for the area, an Improvement

Committee had been formed and was'active. It has been pre-arranaed that the

visit of the film-maker would coincide with a meeting of the Island's Improve-

ment Con.mitteet a voluntary organization cmprised of representatives of most

of the Island's ten Comnunities.

The University Extenaion Service and its area con-.:-...unity worker had

recently organized impoztant meettngs on FoGo Island, at the request of

residents, to examine sume of the Island's poi.lcm nnd to ueek solutions to

tl,cm. At those meetings, discussion hA taken pLIce zl-Jcut core of t1ie5;a

including formation of a producer's co-operative for tile isluld. At one fAlch

1A,etin the film-maker waa introduced and soe of 119 Cocuntary films vere

GhOMI.
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It vas decided that oo Iehind would be the "cor.smnity" examined on

film. Arrangements were made for the return of the film-maker to Fogo. It

ruttally aLreed that it wo-ld be eseential to have the cervices of the

eormunity worker available to the film-maker throughout the whole of the

pro.:ect.

Iltitearedtobe:
A. The people vere not organized adequately to help themselves.

While they could and did expreso strong criticism of actions taken by "power"

agenciea -which they considered wrong- they were aware that Gore of their

problems were helped along by their own indifference and lack of knowledge and

experience.

B. Their fishery wes inefficient and vasteful. ?fatly fishermen had to

throw away substantial portions of their catch because there mere no processing

facilities for those species on the island.

C. Fishermen were confronted by abrasions caused by the introduction

of new technology - trap-skiff (small boat) fishermen were trying to conpete

against neighbours who hcd recently built longliner (intermediate-sized)

fishing boats. tongliner operators caught yore fish and were slaid by trap-

skiff fishermen to be interfering with traditional fishing areas.

D. There vas consensus tbat governments appeared not to care about the

wiehcs of the people; an example was that planning for Fogo Island vas said to

be done off the island without local consultation.

E. There was a preponderance of able-bodied relief on an islond whose

surrowiding waters provide a substantill resource base. (One of the weekm.T;es

of the experiment became evident here, and will Le eectified in fat.are; all
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discuusials on relivf tool: v1.1t.1 por ;ona ::1113 were not relief recipientu.

The relief issue, as it exists on film is, therefore, incomplete.

7h fita;-maker fo,ind it i-ipossible to locate people on relief who

would speak freely without being in dancer of being huoillated by the stigma

attached to relief if he appeared on film before members of the island's

population who do not receive relief, who are proud of the fact and also

bitter that despite the fact they wor% very hard do not have economic advantages

superior to relief recipients.

F. A denominational school systeo thzoughout the area waa creating

serious educational problems. There was duplication of school facilities,

=haat facilities were increasinly inadequate and tcacbers increasirOy harder

to cmle by. Although dono:linationel education has always been part of the

tradition of Newfoundland, &oma 4chool boards are seriously questioning its

oontinuance. Such is the case on r030, but strong local feelings held by some

people ara preventing action. This am:e problem has been resolved elsewhere in

Newfoundland.

Foga fishemen, since INA, have formed a fisherman's co-operative with

more then 350 fishermen vembers. They stand the possibility of Taakieg erious

mistakes, which !lave been mde in ether places by other fiatier...ea. The

University's colr.munity developut filn unit All be alLling e::LcaL:ively in the

Mxitime Provincec this aatum, working with fisher;..en iu co-DderaLiveo there.

Their miatakes, their problems and the way in ::litch they :lave developed strong

fisheries co-operatives will all be fikied tu,ing lecza ;,?oje var:t directly

concerned, and Llost easily identified :.T.!rr.oas by tI12 Fo:;'a -1-A:op1e.

The filiq materials will ilot cnty be availAiLl, to on otlIcr

parts of Newfoundlr,nd, Let will !Al
- ot-her
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.rto of Canada where there is an interest in fishcries oo-operataves. such

d:Jt-ribiltion will best be done through experienced coulaimity workers. This

it. only une cuiclunity project, but r.erves as an example of what is possible

in this area.

3. Recreation

A definition of Recreation might be: "The education of the public to use

its leisure time to the test of its advantage".

Organized recreation and adult edulcation are now recognized as integral

parte of any total educational program.

ror adults the difference between-Irecreation and education lice in the

individual's reason for participating in un activity. Thus the same leisure

time pursuits may be recreation for one person, education for another or a

combination of the two for others.

Uhat is the function of any achool in providing a recreation or leisure

time program for the adults in a community7 schools are not primarily recreation

nencies. However, the developnent of the individual must involve attention to

leisure as a part of daily living. Therefore, all scLools have an obligation

for recreation. Also suitable facilities, adequate equipment and qualified

leadership are available arough oany schools.

It is generally agreed that there is no one authority that is best

suited to adminibter the recreation program. Practices reveal that recreation

ic usually sdoinistered by: (1) a c2parate recreation JutNority, (2) the park

departuent, (3) the school administration, and in no-.:e recent years, a

combined department of parks and recreation. To a lc-:er iu, oer fon13 of

IC deia T-14 rept tit,e4J d Otto-0 tufik4-14-41-4, 197o,
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managing recreation are utilized. Conditions in each community differ, end

it is important to weigh the several factors that might possibly affect the

ability of the previously mentioned authorities to administer the programs

1-,-

BeecesefulIy.

Whether the adult schools take over recreation prograras or act within

the framework established by municipalities and park departments, it is

important that widespread community support be created and ley participatton

very much including adulcs both teachers and students be initiated in the form

of opportunities to serve on boards, committees, or in other volunteer capacitters

t.

4. Independent Study

The idea of independent study for studerts in tertiary schools origiaated

as a possible innovation in the system la the first printinsof "Guidelines to

Curriculum Development and Organi,tation" This article

devoted four pages of this publication to describe a concept that was flexible

enough that it could easily be adapted by the individual school to suit its

poputation. The Community Colleges did in fact Lt the concept as a good

one and started to plan for implementation.

The basic philosophy of Independent Study comes from secondary schools

and assumes the concept that learning talc_s place on P1 individual basis. This

concept of course is nothing new to educators. However it is Clund in nurveying

the literature in the planning stages of our progrisome that Dcst, if not all,

the schools who made use of .a similar independent study programme restricted it

to the academically competent end mature students. It is:felt that the programa

could apply to all students in tertia..../ schot,l at least on n trial baais. The

cciA14-"m eAra 6.4d ;),e, 3 )71 rftts,
FA<"44, (q63, ffq.

c-1. iteiL4 t4i,

rid7w,lo,
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element of certain freedoms was also to be incorporated in the umderlying

philosophy.

This program then basically provides the average I mature student

with facilities that he may choose to use in order to study in breadth amd

depth in en environment where he can conduct his studies at his awn pace and

according to self-direction and self-responsibility.

The quiet study area is directly connected to a Library. Thii area

is not supervised but a total silence must be maintained. Resource material

from the Library may be brought into this room without restriction of movement

during the period. Total silente ie not a condition fixr attendance in the

Library itself.

A Supervised StJdy Room is exactly what it is called. The supervisor

ensures Chat total silence is maintained at all timeg, and that students are

not wasting time. This is a place where projects are done and directed study

is undertaken.

This concept of independent study has been tried at same Community

Colleges and appears bp have been invented for mature students:It should be

extensively increased in adult education.

5. Special Projects for the North

Coral Harbour is an Eskimo community on Southampton Island, at Che

mouth of the Hudson Bay. Coral Harbour has a population of approxtmately

three hundred Eskimos and about 20 whites, including children. The community

includes a'lludson Bay Company store, two missions, a nursing station operated

by the Department of Indian and Northera Health services and the Department of

Indian Affairs and Northern Development operations. This chapter will be dealing

Viu 2144-w le#aI IPN
46,444.441 _Ctz
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with the development of adult education in this particular settlement, a

community seventy miles south of the Arctic Circle in the North West

Terittories and possibly typical of our North.

The term "community" has undergone a profound change in the North

during the period in which the euucation system of the Department of Indian

Affnirs and Northern Development has been in operation. The traditions/

Eskimo settlement previously was a small camp, temporary in nature, comprising

a handful of families usually closely related one to another. The locale ol

the settlement.would change from time to time depending on the vagaries of

hunting, fishing or trapping. Within the past decade there has been

pronounced trend towards living in larger urban settlements with abandonment

of the traditional small hunting settlement off in the wilderness. This trend

has become most pronounced in the past three or four years since the advent of

.housing schemes for the Eskimo and the widespread adoption of the motorized

tobbogan for transpoktation to and from the hunting grounds. The school

itself has been not the least of the influences bringing about this trend

towards urbanization. Social change is, without doubt, moving at a challenging

pace in the north. The majority of adult Eskimos are without schooling that

glves other Canadian citizens a normal background to meet daily situations, to

make decisions based on saooled experience and judgment, and to adapt to their

swiftly changing environment.

There are many reasons why the adults lack schooling. As long as their

lives centered around trapping, hunting and fishing and they could obtain

materials in return for their catch they uure satisfied. When the churches

introduced schools C.:1 people were reluctant to send their children. It is no

reflectiou on the mioftion schools that the children on returning borne, soon
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forgot what they had learned: they found little opportunity to use their

newly acquired book learning and little encouragement from their parents.

There was a.dearth of printed material so there was no incentive to go on

reading and learning.

Ninety percent of the compulsory school-age children are now tm the

classroom. This is also having an effect on the adult population. A gap is

rapidly appearing between the child and his parents and the parent is becoming

dependent.upon the child for interpretive and translation services. The prrent

cannot always comprehend"What schooling is-forland to their child.

The adult Education program is comparatively new; it has been a case

of selling the ideas as part of the concept of a total education scheme for

the Eskimo.

In the Arctic District "Adult Educatim" is still a young and very

tender plant. The first field position in adult education was established in

1963. In November oi that year an Arctic District Superintendent of Adult

Education was recruited. In the fall of 1966 a Regional Supervisor of Adult

Education for the Keewatin Region was appointed. A year ago an Eskimo man from,

Coral Harbour started working in Churchill, Manitoba as a trainee-assistant.

He has developed an Eskimo-English newspaper which is distributed from Churchill

to the settlements in the Keewattn. There has also been an Area Adult Education

Specialist (a former teacher) hired who will be stationed at Rankin Inlet. His

first trip to Coral Harbour was to find out what recreation facilities the people'

would like. This is a new arrangement where the people in the settlement pay

half and the government of the North West Territories pays the other half.

This includes field trips or team tournaments transportation and the like.

So, it can be seen that until quite recently, the Adult Education program

has not had the kind of consistent contact-with the field which would allowihe
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development of a cohesive and comprehensive program that would be effective in

this settlement as typical of a Northern community.

The Adult education division of the Department of Indian Affairs and
p

Northern Development (at that time) gave its maior contribution when it produced

the first "paekage courses". The texts commonly used in southern Canada or the

United States to teach English as a second language have not completely net the

requirenents of the northern pegple. Experimental use of such materials indicates

that with,these people interest diminishes after a few lessons because mueh of

the material is beyond the first-hand experience of the Eskimo. To meet this

shortage of suitable materials a beginning was made on the preparation of special

courses for adult classes, the first to be prepared was a 10-lessmn course an

the "Northwest Territories of Canada". A kit of teaching aids was'assembled

to minimize the preparatian (adult classes are usually conducted by teachers

over and above t be ir day's work with children). The kit contains maps, film-

strips, pictures,mmiirvitimkbook. The workbook is made up of simple statements

using a controlled vocabulary; space is provided for copying vernacular trans-

lation. Exercises in.lettering are included and consist of three or four new

words for each lesson. The lesson outline suggests vsrious techniques to change

the pace approxtmately every 20 minutes: this is calculated to ease the tensions

that build up when adults are.striving to learn.

The material here was presented to them in their awn language and English

was taught incidentally and as a second language. -- opposite to the method used

with tle children,

All the materials used were of direct interest to the adults. The

adults were usually introduced from three to five words each time. The whole

book was written using 68 basic words and was translated into Eskiro and the

people wrote it down. They elso wrote,it in English.
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The first successful step has been taken and perhaps will generate an

interest in learning to read and write especially now that some of the fear

has been removed from the idea. One does not need to stretch the imagination

to envisage the great significance of this. The achievement of functional

literacy allows the adult to participate in further education or training, to

gain employment, albeit at a low level, to read instructions permitting him to

operate machinery or motorized vehicles, engage in commercial transactions and

participate in political activities. He can enrich his mind by reading. He

can travel to otl-Ar communities wit.h greater self-confidente if only because be

can read safety rules or traffic signs to avoid accidents. For employment in

any significant enterprise it is a first essential. Not the least important

are the psychological benefits resulLing from the enhancement of his statue,

and the boost to his self-respect he gets by mastering a process forme0y

monopolized by the White man.

.ouvi IELe.4.1m4 A., Gut/ tr#444A4 /Air efitu,
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This part attempta to group together areas that are closely allied

to the teacher of the adult educand.

I. Adult Educators

It is time for us to ask ourselves who alk the adult educators in

Canada, and what purposes we really serve. An avalanche of learners bas

swept over the formal systems in the past lively years, indicating that

many have lArned other than what that systeu intended to teach, particularly

about itself, and Chat they do not mean to keep still about the contradictions

they find. This tidal wave is just about to enter the arena of adult educatton.

Not only will a higher proportion of them become immediate and persistent

participants, but one guesses that they will be less diffident and grateful

than students of the past. They may force teachers to live up more openly

to the challenges and responsibilities of learning than we have been doing,

or they may stmply shoulder them aLide. They c.a./ carry the seeds of a

genuine learning society more surely with them than has been the case with us,

but I do not believe that they will necessarily bring it about without tLem.

Their experience is relev;Int and important and tozether with these new

members we may be able to make the major jump to a society with a belief in

learning atitts core. It is an opportunity that has come once or twice

before in Western hietory, but it does not come often. It has been missed

b2fore.

The increasing academic attention to the professional llrowth of

adult education is a development of great importance. It is not yet

convincing that enough attention has been i,iven to what neult education
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has been, is and may be, by any of us, inside or outside these new

schools. A great deal more mutual support among all teachers is needed

to create advanced training that is really based on learning rather than

oh institutional habits derived from fields less interested in learning.

2. Academic Education

The universal answer to attracting a better candidate to teaching

and to the teaching of adults is to raise the academic levels. This

obviously should be to obtain greater pupil aehievement. In answer to

this, a review of educational research reveals a large4probability of

error in this position. Raising the educational level of teachers is likely

to have little effect on pupil achtevement. The logical basis for the

widespread faith in more teacher education leading to greater pupil achieve.

meat seems to lie in the premioe that longer education leads to more

knowledgeable teachers, who are therefore better equipped to import this

knowledge to their students. All studies again are strongly indicative

of a week relationship between teacher academic attatument and pupil achieve .

ment et any level. At themoment there is not a single study Chat has found

the length of teacher preparation variable to be even peripherally related

to pupil gain, let alone being of major importance in this educational

outcome. In spite of this it is expected that academic requirements for

teachers will increase. If this is necessary, then at least they should be

utilizing material and methods which might have a chance of assisting them

in their chosen field.

)14.4474 ' rle 7-2-tria, PAr44.1.444,
# a
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3, Previous Experience Mandatory for Teachers

Learning in a profession is lifelong. Without continuous learning

and continuous growth, teaching becomes a drudgery and the classroom is

a source of frustration to the teacher. To his students, the teacher that

has stopped growing offers no challenge and provides no tnspiration. To

the teacher that has stopped growing, other vocations appear to offer more

productive or satisfying fields.of endeavour. Or is this teaeher merely

looking for retirement? It is not possible to remain still; one either

grows, or atrophies. Bu T. what does growth involve? First it is mental

alertneSs uhich should ha15 been present at the end of the teacher's

formal training, and must be nourishNi. This nourishment can come from

colleague rappoire, parents, future teachers, or periodicals. The teacher

who is mentally alert, who continues to think as a teacher should think,

and ill, anxious to help students, is the teacher.th-t is needed. Such a

teact+ is confident of the effectiveness of his work; such a teacher is

also 'iormally at least in his thirties of chronological age. At the

present it takes far too long to establish this effectiveness of mind in

a teiacher. Too much is also lost by his pupils while he is acquirina this

philosophy of mind.

The obvioue answer to this is to recuire all students to enter

another profession or work.field prior to entering teaching. They would

then entq

alertness

teaching with experience gained, and with the ideas of mental

and lifelong learning well incule.lted. n imediate apparent

F
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disadvantage is that of an immediately greater average chronological age

for teachers - but is this really a problem? It is the mental age Chat is

the difficulty at present. The NEA Journal in an article on. "Teaching as

a Second Career" traces the effectiveness of people enterina teaching

later in life Chan normal, due to a shortage of teachers, and finds that

as an average Chey far outshine either the new teachers, or their con..

temporaries who entered teaching same years earlier (NEA Journal, 1964).

Many of the mature student-teachers were college-trained women lately

released from full-time homemaking requirements. Others wre former

servicemen, or people frustrated with the ultimate goals of business life;

or angered by the scholasticism of their inductees.

Interest in recruiting former military officers for teaching was

given impetus in the USA by President Eisenhower's 1957 Committee an

Education beyond High School, and in Canada by the ama1gamatipi of the

three services and the resultant early service departure of qualified

perJonnel who did not agree with Che government position. Most of those

choosing teaching as a second career were successful to a degree where

administrators actively sought their confreres. Nhny of these toueht

mathematics and science. Although they wer well qualified in other as

wall as these fields - especially those who graduated fnDm the variove

staff colleges - they needed theoretical courses to bring their standards

up to association levels. With the wealth of experience that these

mature new teachers bring, some courses or areas of instruction seem to be

particularly suited. One thoughtful novel of the future requires that all

r;-
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tc.icliers of Civics, or History and Morsl Philosophy,-.be recruited only

from the ranks of military veLcrana 11111111111110; this does not appenr to

be a poanibility in our future, but the experience gained by mature

applicants entering teaching for a second career would make this

proz-,nosis practicable.

One other group that has lately be6un to return to teaching are

former members of the Peace Corps in USA or the CUSO volunteers in Canada.

Th,..!set again make excellent teachers, and most have attained their maturity

without the ruination of students in the process. The one real die.

advantage that North, America has under Europe at the moment is in the

field of language training. The returning CUSO or Peace Corps volunteer

has normally mastered a language (most popular Spanish) and is able to

give first hand experience to students in school language laboratories.

With the decrease in working hours and the earlier retirements

of our population, we can expect that a greater number of them will wish

to continue with their education. The new mature teachers that we will

recel:e from this group however, will more than make up for their increased

student population. They may well provide the shot of adrenaline that

the adult education portion of the teachine, profession requares.

4. Adjustment

It is fair to say Chat the adult studcnt comes with firn expactations

about what he is to learn and how he is to learn it. The itistructor
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comes with assumptions about what is to be learned and how. They are

quite often not the came. The instructor then has two options. He can

insist on his definitions and i6nore the expectations of his students,

most of whom will manifest them only indirectly. He may drive same students

away, or he may have a dull acquiescerrt class Which must conform for

egvariety of reasons and will perform the assigned duties without enthusiamm

or originality. Adults do as well as conventional students course by ::ourso

but that is not the main point. They will not develop mmch enthusiasm

K-

for the instructor or the subject.' Or the instructor can take a little

tiame to explore What his stlidents' assumptions are about the subject and

the method. During that exploration he must and should reveal his own.

The result will be one that neither party would have achieved on its own:

a more co-operative and enthusiastic expectation. !That's more, the

instructor may learn something new about his subject, and will certainly

accomplish what surely is the goal of all instruction, a respect for the

subject, however mixed the competence in it.

5. Authority

Here we encounter something more profound. The authority of the

teacher of children tis a mixture of the authority of the adult over the

child, of the institution over the compulsory participont, of the Grasp of

a specialized knowledge over ignorc.nce or lack of competence. It i9

assumed that the child learner ia deficient in all the'Je respects. hliat

1 444% 4 j p /
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of t_ha ! authovity of thu instrtictor of alhats7 ih clonot colltaavid the

authority merely of age or of conpulsion, Uc cii col.;.16.aci-ok kay on

i)e of the autholity of the institution that employs him and that alone

possesses the right of formal evaluation. He can comand more (direly

,t

his formal expertise in some subject or another. However, he cannot

asc,ume the same deficiencies that the instructor of children ofteti takes

for granted - sometimes, these flays at h14 peril. The adult student is

not comfelled, he is not necessarily less generally experienced Chan

the instructor, and*often, though his knawledge is usually otganized in

another way, he knows a good deal about the subject matter in question.

What's more, he has some pride in what he has already accomplished, and

wants to be tiken seriously for what he is (knows), not merely for what he

is (does) net. The iastructor then can depend upon the expert knowledge

and experience at hi command, but he must provide more argument for the

validity of this knowledge and be prepared to expose it to a greater

6
variety of types of examinatton. Sopetimes this puts the instructor into

great conflict with his institution, or at least with the demands of a

relatively fixed and standardized curriculum, not designed for individual

response, tà say nothing of the needs of adult students. All of this

argues further for the greatest possible co-operation between the student

and the instructor over the nature of the process in which they arc en,saged.

The adult student, as well as the inatructor, often has to learn how to

achieve this degree of co-operation.

C. eflA4A44, je_L4' f f 7



6. Educators Should 3 c2 .1chers

One of the major tra2,edies of our Canadian adult education, is the

waste of our talented people. The Peter Principle states that each person

tends to rise to his level of incompetence, and then to remain there7 We

obtain the best teachers possible, an C. then allow, or even assist Chem

in leaving the classrodm as soon as possible, leaving the inexperienced

and inferior to do the actual tvaching. As schools and universities grow

larger and more complex they need secretaries, cuidance councellors,

curriculum coordinators, assistant.principals, theatrical technicians etc.

All of the new student and curriculum activities also need managers and

supervisors. The traditions that started with the small school of sixty

years ago still operates today. Like Royal Navy Officers, teachers are

expected to be able to do all things; outside personnel are rarely hired,

and teachers are called on to carry the burden. To do this they must be

released from teaching duties. Since these duties are important for the

administration of the school, the more competent teachers are usually

selected for these jobs and are replaced by younger, less experienced

teachers. The better teachers are quickly located and given jobs super,-

vising, counselling, monitoring, administering, planning, budgeting - any-

thing except teaching; that appears to.come last! ,Teaching then becomes

a (Adeline for the efficient. In the end, teachers normally come to consider

that an administrative assignment is a promotion. Kaplan in Educational

Forum states in answer to this: "Something is radically w:44. with a system

55

if the reward for good service in the classroom is removal from that classroom".
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uf rttwardin.L; the Lcacher with a principranhip and a large

ualary increase, we should reward him by keepinl; him in the clasurouLi and

hts difficult task as pleasant as possible. Clerical and routine

work should be taken from him. Pay him r.;:)re - as a teacherl Bring in the

medieval idea of a "master" - with the respect due him by the Guild.

Whatever methods are used, the aim must be ,to keep the best teachers where

they belong - in the classroome.

7. Conclusion

It is interesting that, unlike other phases of education, it is

impossible even arbitrarily or temporarily to separate a discussion of the

adult student and the instructor of adults. The relationship ie too intense,

for one partner to be discussed without consideration of the other. It is

also quite a unique relationship, one that is growIng in frequency in our

society, and One that needs to be understood. For example, there is in all

learning an element of conversion. The learner exposes lemself as wanting

to become something he is not. He must accept a period of transition, of

experiment, of testing an existing self against a new one. Once the process

is begun there is no return. Exen if he fails he will not be the same person. .

When something is learded truly learned, the wbole self is altered; it is

not merely the addition of a.part. The learner must trust that the instructor

knowa how to help him become what he wants to becone rici will not let him

suffer harm from thingi the instructor knows about, and the learner does not.
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Not all learning, not e7ry class will reach this tiegree of conscious

intensity, but there is an element of it in every act of learning, 'We

can compare Cho relationship of students and teacher to other relationships

that are more familiar in our society: husband snd wife, clergyman and

parishioner, doctor and patient, brother and sister, prophet and convert,

and others:I Each of them has an elemeni of teaching and learning in it;

each can contribute to our understanding of this new oni, an understanding

that will help both student and teacher,
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Thelroots of Educational Television indisputably lie with radio, and

specifically with the National School Broadcasts of the CBC. Established

in the depths of the depression, by 1954 our Canadian Snhool (radio) Broad.

casting wasthe longest school system ,in the world. In this twenty year

period the radio with its accompanying lessons becamo possibly the first,

and largest AV aid in Canada. The radio became an accepted part of the

equipment of an average classroom at the elementary levels through English.

speaking Canada and wus used to some extent by secondary and tertiary

schools. A, minimum of 30 minutes of school broadcasting per day VAS avail-

able anywhere in the Country; and wus time-varied in accordance with local

curricular needs. The "Survey of Canadian Schools" issued by the Canadian

Teachers Federation (CTF) in 1956 indicated amongst much data, that about

40 percent of Public School teachers did little or no planning in prepara-

tion for individual piogrammos and that only 21 percent of their teachers

had any training in the use of school broadcasts.

In companionship with this, the CBC also put on the National Farm

Radio Forum which was the first fully adult use of the new technoloicil

advances. The aims of this program were:

A . to encourage the farmer to take a more active pfirt in farm

organization and to assume the responsibility for "getting

things done" not only at the community level by at the pro-

vincial and national levels as well. In the past many
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fLtrmers have been awed to the point of inaction by the immense

complexity of our socio-economic system and-have given up any

attempt to change it.

- to restore the lost sense of community which in the past had

been an outstanding characteristic of Canadian rural life.

C . to bridge, with unifying effect, the geographically separate

agricultural regions of Canada.

D . to sttmulate the curiosity of participant. and eause them to
a

seek further knowledge as grout's or individuals. i

The Farm Forum was successful for many years and provided tiot only a

useful bridge and school for farmers, but allowed a group of private

educators in the CBC ta use this as a method of testing differing methodo-

logus for use on Radio. Its success in this field was immense.

The reasons for the gradual decline of interest in this forum might

be summed up as follows:

- lack of capable leadership at the individual farm forum level.

- difficult to'selectibpics.of interest to all rural people in

.every Orovince. These topics had to be of interest to the older

forums as well as the newly formed ones. Intetest decreased the

further removed the topics are from matter of everyday experience

and concern.

- once a week was too frequent.

T.V. and other interests arrived (sports etc.). Transportation in

winter months improved, so further atm, destinations could be

achieved and these other interests fulfilled.

P70- #. Lec.P, Ita;4.1 rpt",4
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- no outside help - only contact with the pi-ovincial secretary was

by correppondence. ()lice forum was formed, it was uolely respon-

sible for its operation.

novelty wore off.

- recreation part of the weekly meeting engulfed the discusuion

period.

- not sufficient effort in promotion.

- the lacking in purpose of the discuasion be members following the

boardcast. The desire, manifested in many Forums, to find the

"right" anawer rather than the answer truly representative of
e.

their opinion shows that they identify this process with c:he

familiar standards of primary school.

- lack of community-minded goals A Forum tended to be more

successful and have a longer life if it Got interested in coumunity

affairs. es, renovating township hall, building and equipping of

a park for the rural community, warble fly eradication, skating

rink etc.lt

(Note: The above are not listed in any kind of order of improtance)

2. Television

Television in the mid-fifties appeared to be the perfect answer to

educational technology. It hcld vision, audio, find portability (to either a

classroom or a home). With the momentary e;:ception of immediate reinforce-

ment, it seemed to incorporate all requirementu of a Skinnerian "tea&ing

machine" and it had the fancy of the public - particularly the young.

44, p.3
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lith the exi;erience availAle from the School Droadcac,ting Pro&rame, what

would stop this new Educatimal Television (ETV) from finally ueurping the

humAn tercher from his mcnopoly of pedagogyt like the radio broadcast

before it, LTV utilized and subc..idized the availability of local or district

school productions for a national or quasi-national Audience. A series of

experimental approaches; uere tested in various parts of Canr_da between 1956

and 1958, and served to tlemnstrate the flexibility and variety of tele-

vision. A 1964 curvey of Ontario clasvrooms indicrted that "uubject to Goma

criticism on content interest "as effectively Aroused, and recall of

knowledge effectively assured by the telecast The aames" 11=11113411211112t.

purvey, however, also compared filma versus televicion, and gave indefinite

results! Nost educators e:Tresaed no opinion, and the small minority that

di4 express themselves showed.a preference for films. This certainly

indicated that ETV was not attaining its,expected learning results.

The requirement pertinent to. this chapter is neceasarily that of pro-

gramming. Obviously we must rid ourselves, at least on ETV, of the nineteenth

centry teaching methods now generally being used in tne classrooms. A team,.

work approach is needed to do this. A change from acceptable to good

administration in such areas as release dates of specific programmes,

coupled with more co-operation from the equipment manufacturers would also

be of the greatest acsistance, ETV has been accused of falling into a trap

that finds Lo need for depth of explort.tion - an easy and superficial

approach, guaranteeing palat:.bility and easy assir:ulation. Thin to streng-

thened by the fact that a child tocli.y cpendr. Lours with televicion in

the home, than he does with the teacher in the school! Adults are now

rapidly auroaching thic
I es 4...d..1,
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Tolvi6i011 imttuctioil IL rily medi4m.

beca;Abo of thic ch,,r,:culzitt.ic, the prop(41,21-0-; of this nrodiur3 have

bc11 unciul7 1!O-.4ever, in many classrooms across thle

UGA Lod.ly a L,1.1.4iile, elc,A1c)nic device is flinz; tiled to convert the nudio part

of line circuit T7 N o that two-way cottlunication pov.-Able betwven the iV

te;Ichvr in the st.:udio and :he students in the cl,asroom. The ntudert

merely put.hes a button to alLrt the t,tudio of difficulties or questions he

wishes to ask - and then carrien on a t.,ro-w.ly convorsation with a teacher -

technician at the to_udio, nurina this exhaav the video c.-.n be mde to

"hold" pending complkitton of the to-o-way audio query, or can continue with

the programme In either case, the video rcalias only a one-way communica-

tion,

One recent and nore local event is the scrapping of tha proposed

Canadian Educational Broadcasting Agency in C4nada in fa7our of ponsible

reservation of cable facilittes in the future, essentially under provincial

sulterance. This was certainly partially b.-.sed on the real failurea found

in 'iTV both in Cztnada and the USA, as well as the costs involved. A contin-

uation of area or district produced programs, atiz;nad with the new techno.

logical hardware becoming available should, LeaAlver, ensure at least a

temporary stopa4p until a satisfactory national philonophy of ethication can

become a partner to two-way television as a true teachinc, machinr, for adult

education.

Other encoteric mthods of TV tran3i3it3sion hdv b.!,:n attempted, but

not with sii;nificantty difrerini, resul. The ftrzt co-orative r,2ceipt of

television in rnti1c 121. iittalVte,1 the te4cliing of r.s.od.,!1.-;ii:-.at..io-a of the almost

mediaeval rural hooes, and deveraifying ai;ricultural activities, through
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up television instruction. While interest was high (this was the early

era of TV), the result. were desultory.

In the U5A the Midwest Progrnm on Airhorne Television Instruction

did show great promise until 1963; since then it exhibits much of the

malaise due to sterile programming that is noted with Conventional tele.

vision. This programs from Purdue University is still continuing, and must

be praiued for the pioneer as well as present work done in instructional

televiaion. It has not, however, lived up to its early expectations. The

-11

idea of adult education by airborne TV instruction is presftntly being

tested in India, where it may yet bring good results.

The most recent and advanced of the technological breakthroughs is

electronic video recording (EVR), which relies on a briefcaee.sized player

unit that can be hooked into a standard TV set to deliver a standard hour.

long film. This in reality is an inexpensive instant IRV, but without the

large choice that IRV? allows. Another recent and optimistic item of elec.

tronic gadgetry that may well become an cot/xi:I/idled item of educational

technology, demonstrates that a single TV channel can provide different

still pictures to many viewers at the same time. A special device that

"capturee" and then holds single images is used with this machine. A

viewer watching this same picture on an ordinary TV set would only see it

for the normal instant. One TV channel can therefore be tacr!d in different

locations with variations for specific individual purposes, at the same

time.7This shows great promise for adult education.

An ETV station should consicier itself cin institution with the slme

cultural significance as a library, art centre, or museum. IZ it thinks of

itself in this wa it wIll be regarded as such by its viewers both
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Ado1eeeent and Adult. At the moment neither the public nor our teaching

profucsion appears to think of ETV in this manner. Eliza has yet to become

Mimis Doolittle,

3. Computorited Learning

A computer is essentially a calculating device with sophisticaed

memory and control features. Basically, it is a machine which has an input

unit capable of reading cards, paper tapes, magnetic tapes, or other sCatl

ning arrangements. It has an output unit which uses the same media as the

input. It is not a teacher, but it can be uoed to teach students certain

pre-.1etermined facts and skillsp thereby freeing the teacher to maintain

hts normal duties. Unfortunately adults have not adapted to this method as

readily as children, and as a result, fewer programs are prerienay available

in the public sector of adult education.

The advantages of a computer.=Controlled instructional system offer

valuable capabilities for adult education that cannct be matched by simpler

devices. Among these are the following:

Al. The operational design is not fixed. The program material in

the memory unit determines the mode used for the learning effec-

tiveness.

b. The student can be provided with a progrorme best suited to hie

needs.

c. The computer's extensive memory linit can 1),) used for storagn of

student attendance, his attitude, previous experience in the

subject matter, and even his social backEround.

t
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d. The computer's calculating speed allows for analysis of data for

summary or predictive purposes, class assigfiments and schedules.

e. By appropriate tLme sharing techniques, a computer can be cycled

through a number of tasks in such a wsy that it appears to be

performing all these tasks simultaneously.
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Host observers agree that the population of the earth wilt have

reached 6 billion by 2000 AD, and should level off at this point. Assuming

that no major catastrophe has occurred, we can expect that the world will

be computerized in the next century. The computer as it develops steadily

over the next hundred years, will make the present division of the planet

obsolete. The necessary controls that will keep 6 billion humans alive and

comfortable in 2070 could only be planet.owide in scope. The computers, in

order to complete their logical task of managing the economy, will require

to transcent the present idea of a nation.

The computerization of a field does not mean a decrease in required

staff; in, most cases the opposite is true. Adult Education in the twenty..

first century will follow this dictum as education becomes truly computer-

,w10

ized. A substantial percentage of the human raceibe seriously devottng

the major portion of their lives to a continuing proarame of education in &

variety of fields. But what process of education would they be using?

At the present time we are living when one era of insLruction is in

full bloom, another is well begun, and a third can only be noticed in its

embyronic stage. The era now in bloom, and about to fade is the human to

human type of learning, the only type used to date; and since the days of

Socrates, utilizing a human-based school. In spite of numerous studies and

curricula changes, very little has really been done throughout our present

school system to bring the major reform that will not spell extinction.

The era of instruction that will supersede the present system is one

of man-machine interaction aa_proposed by Skinner. The machine is the
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computer. The computer will change our future education learning more than

the "Model T" did to the.agricultural.minded, static World of 1920. Computer

consoles, or terminals, attached to the University of Texas' computer are

now in selected classrooms on an experimental basis. Programmed Learning is

now pointing the way to individual learning from a computer. This in turn

will have freed the taacher to do those instructional things that are truly

human. The computer offers an efficient operant learning environment, with..

out offering a human environment. This must still be provided by the teacher.

If we fail to use the computer correctly as a process of educational learning,

as me have failed so far to do with television, then human leering and

civilization will be immeasurably slowed. The rate of growth of the total

knowledge of the world is precently a geometric progression, and will be able

to be learned only with the aid of the computer. Following is a listing of

accumulation of knowledge:

4 BC (Birth of Christ) - 100% of knowledge

1700 AD

1900 AD

1950 AD

1960 AD

1964 AD

.- 200% of knowledge

. 400% of knowledge

. 800% of knowledge

- 1600% of knowledge

. 32007. of knowledge 31

Learning this rapidly increasing amount of knowledge will certainly require

the man-machine parternership if one extrpolates the accumulation of know.

ledge a century hence from this date.

The computer can and will do certain inotructional tasks better than

a human teacher. Tf our, present trend towards individualism and existett

,12,41...,_,YEARBOOR 1965 Editiotivt p: 3391 cir..,
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tialism continues and iuvades the schools, then the mileau in, which the

teaching machines provide an environment where the leainer is to be a Urge

4-
degree in control of the programe, will be undoubtedly mandatory. It win

just not be possible, solely with human teachers.

A third era is dimly visible at the present time. This is the ere

of a separate computer/pupil orientation - a computer consolft in each home.

This will of course make schools anachronisms, but they-are in many ways

anachronistic even today. it must be emphasized however that this will spell

the eul of schools - not of education, instruction, or teachers. Other "holy

cows" such as hours of class, requirements for days, or even years of school,

will then become meaningless. in this third era of learning the role of the

teacher will change as much as that of the adult student. Extreme lengths

of time will be required to proarame lessons until a technological (or

robotic) process is discovered. The learning milea4 win then be homes,

parks, museums, factories, or laboratories rather than sch'ools. Central

libraries will be open to everyone, and anything in it available on a cow,

puterized copying service. The type of learning will be operant for this

part of education in the future.

Perhaps discovery learning will be re-discovered in the future, and

operant learning relegated to the "machine Parts" of the human education at

that time. We things are certain - there will be an increase in the use

of machines for teaching at the same time that the world is computerized,

and there must than be an inward reaching back to human teachers for what the

computers are unable to supply.

7P )
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I. The Ideal Adult Educator

Follwing is a help wanted advertisement for an Educator of Adults.

rt wlis discovered as a humorous parady on the vast number of traits utilized

as a teacher in continuing education.

WANTED: ADULT rDUCATION TEACHER.

Must be intelligent, handsome, man of vision and ambition; after

dinner speaker; before and after dinner guzzler; night owl; work all day

and half the night, and appear fresh next day. &low Who's Who and why

and where; have a ready smil and an open purse; look his best when he

never felt worse.

Must be able to entertain staff, associates, teachers, adult

cliental, wives, sweethearts, bookkeepers and secretaries without becoming

too amorous. Inhale dust and smog, drive through fog and snow, and work

all summer without perspiring or acquiring D.O.

Mut be a man". man, and a ladies man, a model husband, a fatherly

father, of good behavior, a plutocrat, a Democrat, and Rupublican, a New

Dealer, an Old Dealer and a

wiener and diner.

144st be a curriculum expert, creattng demand for obsolete programs;

be a good personnel manager, correspondent, attend all institution meetings,

tournaments, funerals, visit friends of the institution in hospitals and

jails, contact all potential clients every week and in spare time look for

new community services, and do missionary work; must eat and drink and work

like "II", go night and day, and think it's swell.

fast dealer; a technician, politician, sinner,

'46ta
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Mint have unlimited endurance, and frequently over4ndulge in wine,

women, wind and gab; have a wide range of telephone numbers, facts and

statistics, and be fast with a yes and slaw with a no. Must have a car, a

dozen new suits, an attractive home, belong to all clubs, pay all expenses

at home and office, plus saving for future ulcer treatments .

hist bo able to read upside down, must be an expert talker* liar,

dancer, story teller, pitch player, ;siker hound, golf player* diplomat,

financier, capitalist, philanthropist and authority on palmistry, chemistry;

physiology, psychology, sociology, anthropology, religion, politics, business

administration, research statistics, French, dogs, cats, horses, brunettes,

blondes, redheads, and the Kinsey Report.

Must be able to teach flower arranging, cake decorating* tool and die

making* furniture refinishing, mmall engine repair, sewing, knitting, oil

painting, drawing, reel estate sales and shorthand. Must be adept in MK

keypunch, data processing, metallurgy, meXatpiating diesel mechanics, radio

and TV repair and printing. bast be knowledgeable in phrenology* ESP,

astrology and pornography. hot know karate, judo, fishing, hunting, skiing,

ping-pong, tennis, baseball, basketball, foot'ball, snoWballing and black-

balling. Must be truthful, honest, sincere and dedicated to the proposition

that all men are created by an act of love.

74
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CONCLUSION

Canada must decide that the potential contribution to the community of

the adult who has improved himself or herself is as griat as the individual

gain, and thereby accept the necessity of investing publicly in adult educe-

tion. Expressed in terms of share of a Cross National Product, this demand

will not be very great. Expressed in terms of survival, of course, as it

must be, the choice is clear and inevitable. The problem is whether w*

make such a choice grudgingly, with a kind of etep.by-step approaCh that

never overtakes history, or whether vs make some dramatic changes that wilt

accept the .
adult student and open the world to him and him to us.

Canada has demonstrated he capacity for such choices in the past. Whether

we are capable now is another matter.

The adult student ie a new phenomenon in Canada. Re and she have

appeared in increasing numbers quietly but relentlessly in the past twenty

years. But the appearance has been largely in the crevices, the spare parts

of the society after dark, in buildings not used for anything else, in

systems designed for someone else. As one American put it, formal adult

education is characterized generally by an unconventional and inconvenient

time, en uncomfortable place, an irrelevant curriculum, and uninspired, if

duly certified, teacher. Perhaps a harsher description than would be fair

right now, but not too far from the truth. With about half of our popula-

tion between the ages of 16 and 30 by 1972, the potential population for

adult education, will reach stagering proportions. Whether we do stagger or

not depends upon our compreheneive now and our decision. Some understanding

of the adult student both on his or her oWn part, ae well as on the part of

the society, might contribute to our ability to make these decisions, or

maybe just to help some adult students. Without denying the remarkable con,.
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tributions made by some Canadian institutions in the past and nowt what is

apparent is that none of these are enough for the futtire. What is equally

apparent is that the adult student of the future is likely to be both more

numerous and less patient and forbearing than he has been in the past.
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